
Dear EFUF 2015 participant 
 
The organisers of EFUF 2015 Brussels Waterloo are very much looking forward to 
welcoming you to the 18th European Forum on Urban Forestry.  In response to 
feedback from previous Forums, in 2015 there is a greater focus on participant’s 
direct involvement and participation.  We hope you enjoy and value this approach 
and this briefing note is to help you prepare. 
 
THE PITCH: Thursday 11th June 2015 09.30 – 11.00 
 
PechaKucha means ‘chit-chat’ in English and is a rapid-fire presentation style 
devised in Japan to convey key information in a very brief time slot – 2 minutes in 
fact!  You are invited to participate in a PechaKucha style presentation, which we 
have called the PITCH; and yes you have guessed it you have only 2 minutes!  In 
that period you can present up to five (5) slides of approximately 20 seconds each.  
The content is your own choice but we suggest that: 
 

• One of the slides is about whom you are and some personal information 
(which can be humorous). 

• One or more of the slides is about your Urban Forest work/interest 
• One or more of the slides is about the challenges and solutions you are 

facing/have found. 
 
You can send your ‘THE PITCH’ presentation in advance to Rik De Vreese at 
efuf2105@bosplus.be or if you prefer bring a USB memory stick to the Forum 
(please put your name on the outside of the memory stick so we can return it to 
you) with your presentation.  If you bring a memory stick please hand it to the 
organizers by the Wednesday evening (10th June).  
 
The presentation will be timed and when the alarm goes off you must stop. 
 
 
PRESENTATIONS IN PARALLEL SESSIONS: Thursday 11th June 2015 
11.30 – 13.00 & 14:00 – 15:30 
 
You can find the overview of the presentations in the parallel sessions and your 
slot in the attached programme. 
 
Please prepare a presentation of 15 min. maximum. After each presentation, and 
at the end of each session, we foresee time for questions and discussion. 
Therefore, please keep your time and eventually practice your presentation in 
advance. 
 
You are encouraged to transfer your ‘PARALLEL PRESENTATION’ in advance to 
Rik De Vreese at efuf2105@bosplus.be or any other filesharing solution. If you 
prefer bring a USB memory stick to the Forum (please put your name on the 
outside of the memory stick so we can return it to you) with your presentation.  If 
you bring a memory stick please hand it to the organizers by the Wednesday 
evening (10th June). 



 
 
FINANCING THE URBAN FOREST: Friday 12th June 2015 09.30 – 
10.30 
 
The key focus for Friday morning is giving birth to a project idea that the EFUF 
partnership can seek funding for.  Financing the Urban Forest is being run as a 
mini-seminar and your input is needed.  We would like you to bring along one or 
more project ideas, creative funding solutions (such as how co-financing can be 
secured) and the sort of partnership needed to deliver it.  Your ideas might involve 
linking up similar projects geographically or perhaps on a common theme and they 
should as far as possible to seen as innovative, break new ground and be relevant 
to European strategies.  This session will lead into a breakout group discussion so 
you can be sure that your ideas will be discussed. 
 
Your project ideas and partnership suggestions can be shared as a mini-
presentation and we suggest no more than five slides.   
 
You can send your ‘FINANCING THE URBAN FOREST’ presentation in advance 
to Rik De Vreese at efuf2105@bosplus.be or if you prefer bring a USB memory 
stick to the Forum (please put your name on the outside of the memory stick so we 
can return it to you) with your presentation.  If you bring a memory stick please 
hand it to the organizers by the Wednesday evening (10th June).  
 
FINALLY  
 
We wish you a speedy and comfortable journey to Brussels-Waterloo and look 
forward to meeting you next week.   
 
 
EFUF 2015 Organizing Committee 


